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FACELIFT brand building technologies GmbH

Hamburg

Annual financial statements as of December 31, 2019 and management report

Management report for the 2019 financial year
Basics of society

Business model of society

FACELIFT brand building technologies GmbH ("FACELIFT") is a medium-sized corporation (Section 267 (2) HGB) based in Hamburg,
which was founded in February 2011. The object of the company is the development of software (more precisely "Software as a
Service") and the provision of related services for companies that want to market their own brand (s), products or services on social
network platforms. The focus of FACELIFT lies in the development and operation of a comprehensive marketing technology cloud
solution ("Facelift Cloud"). The main source of income is the sale of multi-year usage rights (subscriptions) to the Facelift Cloud. In
some cases, additional service or setup fees are incurred for the individual customer setup. Via the affiliated company upljft GmbH,
FACELIFT also offers companies the option of having their brand presence, including advertising campaigns (especially on social media)
managed as a "full service".

FACELIFT brand building technologies GmbH, Hamburg, is internationally oriented and has international offices in Paris and Dubai.
FACELIFT holds 100% of Facelift France SaS based in Paris, a 50.1% stake in upljft GmbH and 100% of the shares in PIXELHEIMAT
Hamburg GmbH, both based in Hamburg. In addition, FACELIFT also held 100% of the shares in Socialshaker SaS, based in Paris, in
the reporting year, but these were completely sold at the end of February 2020.

Economic report

Macroeconomic and industry-specific framework conditions

The general economic conditions were good. The gross domestic product in the euro area rose by a total of 1.2 percent  in 2019
(previous year: 1.9 percent). In most cases, the driving forces behind this development have been job creation and rising real
incomes; accordingly, there was a strong increase in the consumption rate with low interest rates.

In Germany, the price-adjusted gross domestic product grew by 0.6%  and thus grew for the 10th year in a row. However, growth is
losing momentum, in the two previous years growth rates of 2.5% in 2017 and 1.5% in 2018 were recorded.

The sector-specific framework conditions are still excellent, and growth rates were also recorded in all digital areas, as in recent years.
In 2019, 4.5 billion people (previous year: 4.3 billion) used the Internet, + 7%, and the number of users of social media rose to 3.8
billion (previous year 3.5 billion), + 9.2%  .

Almost 78 million people in Germany use the Internet. Over 38 million of them are active social media users, which corresponds to a
penetration of 45% in relation to the total population and an increase of 6.5% compared to the previous year.

Accordingly, forecasts assume a significant increase in investments in social media advertising worldwide. In 2018, investments in
social media advertising amounted to approx. $ 70.2 billion and agencies are forecasting a significant increase to more than $ 123
billion by 2022  .

 Euroindicators press release, Eurostat March 10, 2020

 deutstatis press release No. 018 from January 15, 2020

 Digital 2020 - Global Digital Overview, We are Social, Christine Himmelberg

 Statista 2020, Bernhard Weidenbach, March 5, 2020

Earnings situation

The average growth (CAGR) of net sales of 37% over the last 4 years is mainly due to the built-up and continuously growing number of
subscription contracts.
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The operating result (EBITDA adjusted; EBITDA excluding expenses for the employee participation program and excluding one-time
special expenses) was slightly impacted by investments in an improved system architecture in 2019 and is therefore at the level of the
previous year.

The addition of an accumulated provision for an employee participation program that expires at the end of 2019 (EUR -1,855 thousand,
previous year EUR -720 thousand), one-time special expenses for the restructuring of the sales and marketing area (EUR -494
thousand) and for the sale of the subsidiary Socialshaker SaS (EUR -326 thousand) as well as depreciation on financial assets (EUR
-1,409 thousand) burdened the overall result.

scroll 

Earnings position  
in EUR thousand 2019 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014
NET SALES / BIG MARGIN 11,903 10,616 8,257 5,530 3,364 2,856
STAFF COSTS 11,699 10,015 9,547 7,895 5,950 4,266
EBITDA adjusted 663 698 -1,313 -2,248 -2,041 -2,233

The investments made in 2019 in an improved cost structure will significantly improve the earnings situation in 2020 while net sales
continue to grow at the same rate.

Financial position / liquidity

The company's financial position is secured by the strategic partner DuMont Mediengruppe and sufficient bank credit lines.

Looking at the year as a whole, the rising earnings situation means that no further external financial resources are expected. Rather,
financial resources are built up through the expected positive operating cash flow. In addition to the existing equity base, further
financial resources can be called up from the existing shareholders at any time.

scroll 

Cash flow  
in EUR thousand 2019 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014
Cash flow operational -784 3,878 -264 -137 -237 -1,226
Cash flow investment -5,866 -3,194 -3,927 -2,705 -3,760 -2,592
Cash flow financing 2,372 339 1,497 2,747 3,604 3,606

The liquidity-effective investment volume in the reporting year totaled EUR 5,883 thousand, of which EUR 3,757 thousand on the
development costs of self-developed software, EUR 78 thousand on the acquisition of property, plant and equipment and EUR 2.049
thousand on the addition of financial assets through the complete acquisition of the Facelift France SaS (EUR 1,433 thousand) and the
No loans were granted to subsidiaries (EUR 617 thousand). The capitalized development costs accounted for EUR 1,682 thousand in
depreciation in the year under review.

Asset and capital structure

scroll 

in EUR thousand 2019 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014
Capital assets 12,045 9,863 8,728 6,414 4,268 834
Current assets 2,948 7,385 3,967 3,635 3,866 7,564
Total assets 26,692 23,573 15,490 10,958 8,676 8,458
Equity -2,489 -684 -157 1,758 2,912 5,308
Liabilities KI 4,965 1,001 2,837 500 0 0
 including subordinated shareholder liabilities

The investments described resulted in an increase in fixed assets. The current assets of the previous year were exceptionally high due
to the claims against the cross promotion partners that existed only in 2018. Equity is temporarily negative due to the high
extraordinary expenses and write-downs on financial assets. The positive continuation forecast with already significantly increased
overall results in the first two months of the year as well as the integration into the group of the media group DuMont ensure a healthy
equity base in the long term.

Financial performance indicators

The key financial performance indicators that are the basis for managing the company include the development of net sales (sales less
purchased external services) in 2019: EUR 11,903 thousand (2018: EUR 10,616 thousand) as well as the SaaS  metric CARR, which is
essential for us . The CARR has had an average growth rate (CAGR) of 37% over the past 4 years.

Overall, the company recorded a satisfactory development in 2019, especially in the core areas of long-term subscription contracts and
product development. However, special items such as the employee participation program and the sale of financial assets weighed on
the annual result.

 SaaS - Software as Service; CARR - Committed Annualized Recurring Revenue

Forecast, opportunities and risk report

Opportunities and risks of future development

Every entrepreneurial activity is inextricably linked with opportunities and risks. FACELIFT brand building technologies GmbH is also
exposed to risks in its operational business that have a negative impact on corporate development and, in extreme cases, can
endanger the company's continued existence. At present, there are no identifiable risks that could jeopardize the continued existence
of the company and that are largely likely to occur.

*

*
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As of December 31, 2019, the company reported a deficit not covered by equity of EUR 10,186 thousand. The negative equity is
partially offset by subordinated shareholder liabilities and subordinated liabilities from employee participation programs in the amount
of EUR 7,698 thousand in accordance with insolvency law principles. Annual surpluses expected in the coming years mean that equity
will be positive again in accordance with our planning. The positive continuation forecast is secured by the planned annual surpluses
and sufficient liquidity by the shareholders. As a majority-owned subsidiary of DuMont, Facelift has access to the group-wide cash
management program. Under this agreement, Facelift's ongoing cash needs will be provided by DuMont. The management therefore
assumes that the company will continue as a going concern.

Risks

The market for technology-based marketing solutions as well as online advertising on social networks is growing continuously.
Nevertheless, customers could decide not to take out any subscriptions for our cloud solutions or not to extend them when the contract
expires or to switch to competing products. This could lead to higher customer acquisition costs and, in the long term, to consolidation
in the market. As one of the European market leaders in the field of all-in-one marketing cloud and against the background of a very
young market, we consider this risk to be low.

Due to our global business activity and that of our customers, we are subject to different, sometimes conflicting legal and regulatory
requirements. In order to meet the regulations on data protection and IT security, especially in Germany, we had ourselves certified
according to "ISO 27001 information security" at an early stage. Our cloud servers are operated exclusively in Germany and our cloud
software complies with German data protection standards. We therefore see risks in the regulatory area as low even after the General
Data Protection Regulation (EU GDPR) came into force in May 2018.

In the technical area, due to the rapid development of and the emergence of new social networks, there is a risk that our product will
no longer be compatible, contain malfunctions and possibly not keep up with technical progress. FACELIFT counters these risks with
continuous updates, extensive tests and adjustments of our product to the diversity and innovations of social networks and digital
media in general. Last but not least, investments in the product have been and are continuously made. We rate the risk as low.

There is a risk of fluctuation and thus a loss of know-how. However, this is counteracted with a sustainable personnel strategy in the
form of a personal approach by the founders, incentives and other staff retention measures. Due to its market position and excellent
reputation, it can be assumed that the company will be able to continue to attract highly qualified and well-trained staff through
innovative software development, among other things. We rate the risk as low.

The company is subject to the risk of default on trade receivables in the amount of the book value. Outstanding accounts are
continuously monitored in the operational area and professionally tracked by a group-wide collection company. Possible defaults are
taken into account through individual value adjustments. The default risk will therefore continue to be assessed as low in the future.

Last but not least, current global events such as the spread of the Corona Virus can have incalculable economic consequences across all
industries. We continuously analyze the possible effects of this pandemic on our business. Even if the further course of the Corona
crisis cannot be foreseen and its effects are difficult to assess, the economic success of FACELIFT is not very susceptible to global
volatility due to its long-term subscription contracts and no dependence on intermediate goods. We consider the risk of a lasting threat
to the continued existence of FACELIFT from the Corona crisis to be low.

opportunities

Due to the expansive sales and order development to date, it is assumed that demand will remain the same or will continue to rise in
the future. With the entry of the strategic shareholder and its appeal to major customers and new customer segments, additional
increases in sales can still be expected. We rate this opportunity as high.

The aim of our strategy - to grow significantly in the coming years - is to increase customer value as part of a continuous increase in
SaaS sales and profitability (“Customer Life Time Value”). We rate this opportunity as high.

To this end, we want to grow in the international market in particular by expanding marketing activities and collaborating with new
sales partners. In addition, we consistently pushed ahead with expanding the product portfolio in 2019.

The still growing market for advertising marketing on social networks and the concentration on this segment favor the assumption that
again strong sales growth can be expected here in 2020. Even crises such as the corona pandemic could lead companies to increasingly
rely on software tools such as those from FACELIFT to maintain and expand personal-independent communication with their customers.
We rate this opportunity as medium to high.

forecast

For 2020, the management expected an increase in net sales of around 85% before Corona due to a significant increase in one-time
sales from the area of   customized software services. Both the growth in net sales and the cost structure optimizations from Q4 2019
that have been effective from the beginning of the year lead, according to management planning, to a significantly improved EBITDA
adjusted disclosure of around EUR 9 million (previous year: EUR 0.7 million) for 2020. The first 3 months already show significantly
improved EBITDA results. According to planning, the management expected the CARR to grow by approx. 6.4 million EUR. The effects
of the Corona crisis can only be partially forecast at this point in time. This is how scenario invoices show that although sales and CARR
growth could be significantly lower, these missing revenues will then be fully compensated by cost-saving measures. Incidentally, it
currently seems that many customers are postponing the decision to introduce Facelift Cloud by just 2-3 months. The forced
digitization due to the widespread introduction of home office regulations in companies also means that new customer groups are
opening up for facelifts or customers who have previously hesitated are now accelerating the acquisition of the Facelift Cloud as a
“remote work solution”. The management is therefore still sticking to its EBITDA forecast. however, this lack of revenue can then be
fully compensated for by cost-saving measures. Incidentally, it currently seems that many customers are postponing the decision to
introduce Facelift Cloud by just 2-3 months. The forced digitization due to the widespread introduction of home office regulations in
companies also means that new customer groups are opening up for facelifts or customers who have previously hesitated are now
accelerating the acquisition of the Facelift Cloud as a “remote work solution”. The management is therefore still sticking to its EBITDA
forecast. however, this lack of revenue can then be fully compensated for by cost-saving measures. Incidentally, it currently seems that
many customers are postponing the decision to introduce Facelift Cloud by just 2-3 months. The forced digitization due to the
widespread introduction of home office regulations in companies also means that new customer groups are opening up for facelifts or
customers who have previously hesitated are now accelerating the acquisition of the Facelift Cloud as a “remote work solution”. The
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management is therefore still sticking to its EBITDA forecast. that many customers postpone the decision to introduce Facelift Cloud by
just 2-3 months. The forced digitization due to the widespread introduction of home office regulations in companies also means that
new customer groups are opening up for facelifts or customers who have previously hesitated are now accelerating the acquisition of
the Facelift Cloud as a “remote work solution”. The management is therefore still sticking to its EBITDA forecast. that many customers
postpone the decision to introduce Facelift Cloud by just 2-3 months. The forced digitization due to the widespread introduction of
home office regulations in companies also means that new customer groups are opening up for facelifts or customers who have
previously hesitated are now accelerating the acquisition of the Facelift Cloud as a “remote work solution”. The management is
therefore still sticking to its EBITDA forecast. Previously hesitant customers are now accelerating the acquisition of Facelift Cloud as a
"remote work solution". The management is therefore still sticking to its EBITDA forecast. Previously hesitant customers are now
accelerating the acquisition of Facelift Cloud as a "remote work solution". The management is therefore still sticking to its EBITDA
forecast.

 

Hamburg, March 25, 2020

FACELIFT brand building technologies GmbH

The Board

Benjamin Schroeter

Teja Potter

Balance sheet as of December 31, 2019
assets
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December 31, 2019 December 31, 2018
EUR EUR EUR EUR

A. Fixed assets
I. Intangible Assets
1. Self-created industrial property rights and similar
rights and values

9,018,030.45 6,943,861.42

2. Concessions acquired against payment, industrial
property rights and similar rights and values   as well
as licenses to such rights and values

83,316.00 605,427.00

3. Goodwill 4,413.00 9,105,759.45 22,065.00 7,571,353.42
II. Tangible assets
Other equipment, factory and office equipment 145,411.00 138,567.00
III. Financial assets
1. Shares in affiliated companies 1,445,176.00 1,217,099.43
2. Loans to affiliated companies 1,348,813.77 2,793,989.77 936,448.76 2,153,548.19

12,045,160.22 9,863,468.61
B. Current Assets
I. Receivables and other assets
1. Accounts receivable from deliveries and services 2,614,266.79 4,545,641.40
2. Receivables from affiliated companies 180,743.67 2,387,949.03
3. Claims against companies with which there is a
participation relationship

14,747.79 15,190.99

4. Other assets 102,382.92 2,912,141.17 85,398.93 7,034,180.35
II. Cash in hand and bank balances 35,726.17 350,927.64

2,947,867.34 7,385,107.99
C. Prepaid expenses 1,512,431.13 2,188,665.84
D. Deficit not covered by equity 10,186,548.81 4,136,098.78

26,692,007.50 23,573,341.22
liabilities

December 31,
2019  

EUR

December 31,
2018  

EUR
A. Equity
I. Drawn capital 37,773.00 37,773.00
II. Capital reserve 9,393,849.61 9,393,849.61
III. Loss carryforward -13,567,721.39 -11,088,951.13
IV. Annual deficit -6,050,450.03 -2,478,770.26
V. Deficit not covered by equity 10,186,548.81 4,136,098.78
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December 31, 2019 December 31, 2018
EUR EUR EUR EUR

0.00 0.00
B. Provisions
Other provisions 4,019,298.54 1,563,236.12
C. Liabilities
1. Liabilities to banks 4,964,510.56 1,001,118.64
2. Trade accounts payable 4,261,479.11 10,475,099.13
3. Liabilities to affiliated companies 4,485,876.43 1,842,281.30
4. Liabilities to companies with which a
Participation relationship exists 616,680.07 592,230.21
5. Other Liabilities 1,274,179.25 1,274,963.86
- of which from taxes EUR 400,020.20 (previous
year EUR 426,728.33) -
- of which in the context of social security EUR
13,551.27 (previous year EUR 11,370.12) -

15,602,725.42 15,185,693.14
D. Prepaid expenses 7,069,983.54 6,824,411.96

26,692,007.50 23,573,341.22

Income statement for the period from January 1 to December 31, 2019
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2019 2018
EUR EUR EUR EUR

1. Gross result 15,721,200.80 13,476,400.04
2. Personnel expenses
a) Wages and salaries -12,007,152.12 -9,364,889.25
b) Social security contributions and expenses for
Retirement provision and support -1,546,570.70 -13,553,722.82 -1,370,394.05 -10,735,283.30
- of which for pensions EUR 59,018.68 (previous
year EUR 50,512.86) -
6. Depreciation of intangible assets and property,
plant and equipment

-2,275,458.25 -2,282,137.21

7. Other operating expenses -4,299,541.29 -2,762,727.41
- of which from currency conversion EUR 78,583.97
(previous year EUR 20,019.98) -
8. Other Interest and Similar Income 6,839.21 17,382.93
9. Depreciation on financial assets -1,408,799.92 0.00
- of which extraordinary depreciation EUR
1,408,799.92 (previous year EUR 0.00) -
10. Interest and Similar Expenses -240,705.76 -191,691.36
11. Taxes on income and earnings 0.00 -451.95
12. Profit after tax -6,050,188.03 -2,478,508.26
13. Other taxes -262.00 -262.00
14. Annual deficit -6,050,450.03 -2,478,770.26

APPENDIX for the 2019 financial year
General Information

The present annual financial statements were prepared in accordance with §§ 242 ff. And 264 ff. HGB and the relevant provisions of the
GmbHG. The regulations for medium-sized corporations apply.

The income statement is structured according to the total cost method.

Insofar as options for disclosures in the balance sheet or in the notes can be exercised, the note in the notes was chosen.

Register information

The company is registered under the company FACELIFT brand building technologies GmbH with registered office in Hamburg in the
commercial register of the Hamburg Local Court under the number HRB 117436.

Accounting and valuation methods
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The following accounting and valuation regulations continue to apply to the preparation of the annual financial statements.

Purchased and internally generated intangible fixed assets are carried at acquisition or production cost and, if they are subject to
wear and tear, reduced by scheduled depreciation over their useful life. Goodwill is amortized over 4 years.

Internally developed software is shown under internally generated intangible assets . The useful life was set at 5 years. The start of
use and depreciation is the respective complete commissioning and marketing of the individual software modules.

The tangible assets are valued at at cost and, as far as wear and tear, less depreciation.

Depreciation is carried out on a straight-line basis according to the expected useful life of the assets and in accordance with tax
regulations.

Low-value assets up to a net individual value of EUR 800.00 are written off in full in the year of acquisition or recorded as expenses;
their immediate departure was assumed.

The financial assets are valued at acquisition cost or the lower fair value. Loans are generally stated at their nominal value or at the
lower likely repayment value.

Receivables and other assets are shown at their nominal value. All risky items are taken into account through the formation of
appropriate individual value adjustments; the general credit risk is taken into account through flat-rate discounts.

The liquid assets are valued at their nominal value.

In prepaid expenses expenditure shall be identified before the reporting date that represent expenses for a certain time after this
date.

The other provisions take into account all uncertain liabilities and impending losses from pending transactions. They are set in the
amount of the settlement amount necessary according to a reasonable commercial assessment (ie including future cost and price
increases). Provisions with a remaining term of more than one year have been discounted.

Liabilities are stated at the settlement amount.

In passive Rechnungsabrenzungsposten revenues thereby before the reporting date that represent income for a specific period
after this date.

On foreign currency denominated assets and liabilities were translated at the average spot exchange rate on the balance sheet
date. With a remaining term of more than one year, the realization principle (Section 252 (1) No. 4 half-sentence 2 HGB) and the
acquisition cost principle (Section 253 (1) sentence 1 HGB) were observed.

Notes on the balance sheet

Capital assets

The development of the individual items of the fixed assets is shown in the fixed asset schedule, including the depreciation for the
financial year.

Development costs for internally generated intangible assets were capitalized in the amount of EUR 3,757 thousand. In total,
development costs of EUR 3,757 thousand were incurred in the 2019 financial year.

The shares and loans to Socialshaker SaS, Paris, and to PIXELHEIMAT Hamburg GmbH, Hamburg, were written down to EUR 1 due to
permanent impairment.

Information on shareholdings in EUR thousand

scroll 

Shares in affiliated companies Participation Equity Result 
Socialshaker SAS, Paris, France 100.0% -492 -171
PIXELHEIMAT Hamburg GmbH, Hamburg, Germany 100.0% -118 -3
Facelift France SaS, Paris, France 100.0% 2 -3
upljft GmbH, Hamburg, Germany 50.1% 140 400
 Fiscal year 2019

Current assets

The trade receivables (EUR 2,614 thousand) have a remaining term of up to one year.

In the previous year, receivables from cross promotion partners (see explanation of sales revenues) in the amount of EUR 2,181
thousand were reported under trade receivables.

The receivables from affiliated companies relate exclusively to trade receivables.

All claims have a term of less than one year.

In the previous year, the deferred item contained deferred expenses for purchased services from cross promotion partners in the
amount of EUR 628 thousand.

Equity

The subscribed capital of EUR 38 thousand (previous year: EUR 38 thousand) is fully paid up.

There is currently negative equity of EUR 10,187 thousand, which is partially offset by subordinated shareholder liabilities and
subordinated liabilities from employee participation programs in the amount of EUR 7,698 thousand in accordance with the principles of
insolvency law. Annual surpluses that can be achieved in the coming years will make equity capital again positive. The positive
continuation forecast is secured by the planned annual surpluses and sufficient liquidity by the shareholders.

Balance sheet loss

* *

*
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The development from the annual deficit to the balance sheet loss is as follows:

scroll 

Item of appropriation of profit in EUR thousand
- Annual deficit 6,050
- loss carryforward 13,568
= Balance sheet loss 19,618

Other provisions

The other provisions exist or were formed mainly for expected claims of employees from an employee participation program (EUR
2,945 thousand), for uncertain liabilities from subsequent purchase price adjustments of a participation acquisition (EUR 260
thousand), for transaction costs for an ongoing sale process (EUR 205 thousand), for personnel expenses for restructuring costs (KEUR
163), vacation (KEUR 75), outstanding bonuses and royalties (KEUR 31) as well as legal and consulting costs and outstanding invoices.

scroll 

in EUR thousand
As of January 1, 2018 1,563
- utilization 228
- Resolution 0
+ Feed 2,684
As of December 31, 2018 4.019

liabilities

The liabilities to banks result from the utilization of working capital loans.

The trade payables in the amount of EUR 4,261 thousand all have a remaining term of up to one year.

In the previous year, trade accounts payable included liabilities to cross promotion partners (see explanation of sales revenues) in the
amount of EUR 2,192 thousand.

The liabilities to affiliated companies relate to accounts receivable in the amount of EUR 350 thousand and shareholder loans in the
amount of EUR 4,136 thousand.

The other liabilities have a remaining term of up to one year.

The deferred income item contains deferred sales revenue from Cross Promotion Partners amounting to EUR 635 thousand in the
previous year.

Notes on the income statement

Sales

The company's sales are mainly attributable to usage fees from Software as a Service (SaaS), services rendered in this context and
advertising money.

In the previous year, the company concluded cross promotion agreements with eight partners for the use of the respective software
solutions. The partners have each granted themselves the rights to use the software solutions for a fixed period of time. In the course
of these partnerships, mutual minimum purchases for the products were also agreed. The provision of the Facelift Cloud in the
partnerships generated sales of EUR 1,249 thousand in the financial year and EUR 1,398 thousand in the previous year.

Other company income

The other operating income mainly consists of income from currency translation (EUR 13 thousand), from receivables that have already
been written off (EUR 12 thousand) and remuneration in kind (EUR 18 thousand).

Expenses for purchased services

The expenses for services essentially consist of advertising expenses, programming and distribution costs.

The above-mentioned minimum purchase of software solutions from cross promotion partners resulted in expenses of EUR 1,249
thousand (previous year: EUR 1,420 thousand) in the financial year.

Personnel expenses

Personnel expenses include the increase in the provision for the employee participation program in the amount of EUR 1,855 thousand
and the restructuring costs for personnel in the amount of EUR 241 thousand.

Other operating expenses

The other operating expenses include rent, trade fair and travel expenses and legal advice costs. Furthermore, special expenses from
the sale process of an affiliated company (EUR -326 thousand) and from restructuring measures (EUR -207 thousand) are shown here.

Other Information

Contingent Liabilities

Contingent liabilities within the meaning of Section 251 HGB did not exist on the balance sheet date.

Other financial obligations

Other financial obligations consist of annual payment obligations from rental contracts amounting to EUR 495 thousand, some of which
have a term of up to 9 years.

scroll 
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rental contract
Annual rent  

in EUR thousand End of termrental contract
Annual rent  

in EUR thousand End of term
Hamburg, Gerhofstr. 466 11/2026
Dubai, Internet City 29 05/2020

An operating lease for office furniture results in annual payment obligations of EUR 35 thousand. The obligation exists up to and
including September 2021.

As in the previous year, a letter of comfort was issued to the affiliated company Socialshaker SaS, Paris, France, to secure liquidity for
the next 12 months. The company was sold on February 25, 2020 and the letter of comfort revoked.

Distribution block

In accordance with Section 268 (8) of the German Commercial Code (HGB), capitalization results in a profit distribution block in the
following amounts:

scroll 

From activation KEUR
self-created intangible assets 9,018

Transactions with related companies and persons

No transactions were carried out with related companies or persons on conditions that were not customary in the market.

Managing directors

Benjamin Schroeter, Hamburg

Teja Töpfer, Hamburg

Supplementary report

Affiliate Socialshaker SaS, Paris, France, was sold on February 25, 2020.

For 2020, the management expected an increase in net sales of around 85% before Corona due to a significant increase in one-time
sales from the area of   customized software services. Both the growth in net sales and the cost structure optimizations from Q4 2019
that have been effective from the beginning of the year lead, according to management planning, to a significantly improved EBITDA
adjusted disclosure of around EUR 9 million (previous year: EUR 0.7 million) for 2020. The first 3 months already show significantly
improved EBITDA results. According to planning, the management expected the CARR to grow by approx. 6.4 million EUR. The effects
of the Corona crisis can only be partially forecast at this point in time. This is how scenario invoices show that although sales and CARR
growth could be significantly lower, these missing revenues will then be fully compensated by cost-saving measures. Incidentally, it
currently seems that many customers are postponing the decision to introduce Facelift Cloud by just 2-3 months. The forced
digitization due to the widespread introduction of home office regulations in companies also means that new customer groups are
opening up for facelifts or customers who have previously hesitated are now accelerating the acquisition of the Facelift Cloud as a
“remote work solution”. The management is therefore still sticking to its EBITDA forecast. however, this lack of revenue can then be
fully compensated for by cost-saving measures. Incidentally, it currently seems that many customers are postponing the decision to
introduce Facelift Cloud by just 2-3 months. The forced digitization due to the widespread introduction of home office regulations in
companies also means that new customer groups are opening up for facelifts or customers who have previously hesitated are now
accelerating the acquisition of the Facelift Cloud as a “remote work solution”. The management is therefore still sticking to its EBITDA
forecast. however, this lack of revenue can then be fully compensated for by cost-saving measures. Incidentally, it currently seems that
many customers are postponing the decision to introduce Facelift Cloud by just 2-3 months. The forced digitization due to the
widespread introduction of home office regulations in companies also means that new customer groups are opening up for facelifts or
customers who have previously hesitated are now accelerating the acquisition of the Facelift Cloud as a “remote work solution”. The
management is therefore still sticking to its EBITDA forecast. that many customers postpone the decision to introduce Facelift Cloud by
just 2-3 months. The forced digitization due to the widespread introduction of home office regulations in companies also means that
new customer groups are opening up for facelifts or customers who have previously hesitated are now accelerating the acquisition of
the Facelift Cloud as a “remote work solution”. The management is therefore still sticking to its EBITDA forecast. that many customers
postpone the decision to introduce Facelift Cloud by just 2-3 months. The forced digitization due to the widespread introduction of
home office regulations in companies also means that new customer groups are opening up for facelifts or customers who have
previously hesitated are now accelerating the acquisition of the Facelift Cloud as a “remote work solution”. The management is
therefore still sticking to its EBITDA forecast. Previously hesitant customers are now accelerating the acquisition of Facelift Cloud as a
"remote work solution". The management is therefore still sticking to its EBITDA forecast. Previously hesitant customers are now
accelerating the acquisition of Facelift Cloud as a "remote work solution". The management is therefore still sticking to its EBITDA
forecast.

Employee

The average number of employees during the financial year was 154 (previous year: 139). This is distributed across the divisions 
Tech Ops with 22 (previous year: 27), S&M with 72 (previous year: 65), R&D with 46 (previous year: 34) and G&A with 15 (previous
year: 12).

 Tech Ops = Technical Operation; S&M = Sales & Marketing, R&D = Research & Development, G&A = General & Administration.

Corporate relationships

The annual financial statements of FACELIFT brand building technologies GmbH are included in the consolidated financial statements of
DuMont Mediengruppe GmbH & Co. KG, Cologne.

DuMont Mediengruppe GmbH & Co. KG, Cologne, prepares consolidated financial statements for the smallest and largest group of
companies. This is published in the Federal Gazette.

1

1
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Proposal for the use of results
The management proposes that the net loss of EUR 19,618 thousand be carried forward to a new account.

 

Hamburg, March 25th, 2020

FACELIFT brand building technologies GmbH

The Board

Benjamin Schroeter

Teja Potter

Development of fixed assets in the 2019 financial year

scroll 

Acquisition and production costs

1.1.2019  
EUR

Additions  
EUR

Disposals  
EUR

December 31,
2019  

EUR
I. Intangible Assets
1. Self-created industrial property rights and similar
rights and values

9,904,049.16 3,756,578.67 0.00 13,660,627.83

2. Concessions acquired against payment, industrial
property rights and similar rights and values   as well
as licenses to such rights and values

2,060,849.70 0.00 17,430.83 2,043,418.87

3. Goodwill 64,724.68 0.00 0.00 64,724.68
12,029,623.54 3,756,578.67 17,430.83 15,768,771.38

II. Tangible assets
Other equipment, factory and office equipment 514,883.43 77,560.44 0.00 592,443.87

514,883.43 77,560.44 0.00 592,443.87
III. Financial assets
1. Shares in affiliated companies 1,217,099.43 1,432,649.00 0.00 2,649,748.43
2. Loans to affiliated companies 936,448.76 616,592.50 0.00 1,553,041.26

2,153,548.19 2,049,241.50 0.00 4,202,789.69
14,698,055.16 5,883,380.61 17,430.83 20,564,004.94

scroll 

Accumulated depreciation

1.1.2019  
EUR

Additions  
EUR

Disposals  
EUR

December 31,
2019  

EUR

I. Intangible Assets
1. Self-created industrial property rights and similar
rights and values

2,960,187.74 1,682,409.64 0.00 4,642,597.38

2. Concessions acquired against payment, industrial
property rights and similar rights and values   as well
as licenses to such rights and values

1,455,422.70 504,680.17 0.00 1,960,102.87

3. Goodwill 42,659.68 17,652.00 0.00 60,311.68
4,458,270.12 2,204,741.81 0.00 6,663,011.93

II. Tangible assets
Other equipment, factory and office equipment 376,316.43 70,716.44 0.00 447,032.87

376,316.43 70,716.44 0.00 447,032.87
III. Financial assets
1. Shares in affiliated companies 0.00 1,204,572.43 0.00 1,204,572.43
2. Loans to affiliated companies 0.00 204,227.49 0.00 204,227.49

0.00 1,408,799.92 0.00 1,408,799.92
4,834,586.55 3,684,258.17 0.00 8,518,844.72

scroll 

Book values
December 31,

2019  
EUR

December 31,
2018  

EUR
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Book values
December 31,

2019  
EUR

December 31,
2018  

EUR
I. Intangible Assets
1. Self-created industrial property rights and similar rights and values 9,018,030.45 6,943,861.42
2. Concessions acquired against payment, industrial property rights and similar rights and
values   as well as licenses to such rights and values

83,316.00 605,427.00

3. Goodwill 4,413.00 22,065.00
9,105,759.45 7,571,353.42

II. Tangible assets
Other equipment, factory and office equipment 145,411.00 138,567.00

145,411.00 138,567.00
III. Financial assets
1. Shares in affiliated companies 1,445,176.00 1,217,099.43
2. Loans to affiliated companies 1,348,813.77 936,448.76

2,793,989.77 2,153,548.19
12,045,160.22 9,863,468.61

Certificate of Disclosure

In the abovementioned abridged annual financial statements intended for disclosure, the size-dependent reliefs in accordance with
Sections 276 and 327 of the German Commercial Code (HGB) have been used. We have issued the following auditor's report on the full
annual financial statements and the management report:

"Independent auditor's report
To FACELIFT brand building technologies GmbH, Hamburg

Examination Opinions

We have the annual financial statements of FACELIFT brand building technologies GmbH, Hamburg - consisting of the balance sheet as
of December 31, 2019 and the income statement for the financial year from January 1 to December 31, 2019 as well as the notes,
including the presentation of the accounting - and evaluation methods - checked. In addition, we have audited the management report
of FACELIFT brand building technologies GmbH for the financial year from January 1 to December 31, 2019.

According to our assessment based on the knowledge gained during the audit
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- the attached annual financial statements comply in all material respects with the German commercial law regulations
applicable to corporations   and give a true and fair view of the company's assets and financial position as of December 31, 2019
as well as its earnings position for the financial year from January 1 to December 31, 2019 and

- the attached management report gives an overall accurate picture of the company's position. In all material respects, this
management report is consistent with the annual financial statements, complies with German legal requirements and
accurately presents the opportunities and risks of future development.

In accordance with Section 322 (3) sentence 1 of the German Commercial Code (HGB), we declare that our audit has not led to any
objections to the correctness of the annual financial statements and the management report.

Basis for the examination results

We carried out our audit of the annual financial statements and the management report in accordance with Section 317 of the German
Commercial Code (HGB) and in compliance with the generally accepted German auditing standards established by the Institute of
Auditors (IDW). Our responsibility under these regulations and principles is further described in the section “Auditor's Responsibility for
the Audit of the Annual Financial Statements and Management Report” of our auditor's report. We are independent of the company in
accordance with German commercial and professional regulations and have fulfilled our other German professional obligations in
accordance with these requirements. We believe

Responsibility of the legal representatives   for the annual financial statements and the management report

The legal representatives are responsible for the preparation of the annual financial statements, which comply with the German
commercial law regulations applicable to corporations in all material respects, and for ensuring that the annual financial statements, in
compliance with the German principles of proper bookkeeping, provide a true and fair view of the assets and finance - and the
company's earnings. Furthermore, the legal representatives are responsible for the internal controls that they have determined to be
necessary in accordance with the German principles of proper accounting to enable the preparation of the annual financial statements,

When preparing the annual financial statements, the legal representatives are responsible for assessing the company's ability to
continue business operations. They are also responsible for disclosing issues relating to the going concern of the company, if relevant.
In addition, they are responsible for accounting for the going concern basis of accounting, unless actual or legal circumstances conflict
with this.
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In addition, the legal representatives are responsible for the preparation of the management report, which as a whole provides an
accurate picture of the company's position and is consistent with the annual financial statements in all material respects, complies with
German legal regulations and accurately presents the opportunities and risks of future development . Furthermore, the legal
representatives are responsible for the precautions and measures (systems) that they have deemed necessary to enable the
preparation of a management report in accordance with the applicable German legal regulations and to be able to provide sufficient
suitable evidence for the statements in the management report .

Auditor's responsibility for the audit of the annual financial statements and the management report

Our aim is to obtain sufficient certainty as to whether the annual financial statements as a whole are free of material - intended or
unintentional - misrepresentation, and whether the management report as a whole gives an accurate picture of the company's position
and, in all material matters, with the annual financial statements as well is in line with the findings of the audit, complies with German
legal requirements and correctly presents the opportunities and risks of future development, as well as issuing an auditor's report that
includes our audit opinions on the annual financial statements and the management report.

Adequate security is a high level of security, but no guarantee that an audit carried out in accordance with Section 317 of the German
Commercial Code (HGB) in accordance with the German principles of proper auditing established by the Institute of Auditors (IDW) will
always reveal a material misrepresentation. Misrepresentations can result from violations or inaccuracies and are regarded as material
if it could reasonably be expected that they individually or collectively influence the economic decisions made by the addressees on the
basis of these annual financial statements and management report.

During the examination, we exercise due discretion and maintain a critical attitude. Furthermore
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- We identify and assess the risks of material - intentional or unintentional - misrepresentations in the annual financial
statements and the management report, plan and carry out audit activities in response to these risks and obtain audit evidence
that is sufficient and suitable to serve as a basis for our audit opinions. The risk that material misrepresentations will not be
detected is higher in the case of violations than inaccuracies, since violations can involve fraudulent cooperation, forgeries,
intentional incompleteness, misleading representations or the overriding of internal controls.

- We gain an understanding of the internal control system relevant to the audit of the annual financial statements and the
precautions and measures relevant to the audit of the management report in order to plan audit procedures that are
appropriate under the given circumstances, but not with the aim of providing an audit opinion on the effectiveness of these
Systems of society.

- we assess the appropriateness of the accounting methods used by the legal representatives as well as the acceptability of the
estimated values   presented by the legal representatives and related information.

- we draw conclusions about the appropriateness of the going concern accounting principle applied by the legal representatives
and, on the basis of the audit evidence obtained, whether there is any material uncertainty in connection with events or
circumstances, the significant doubts about the company's ability to continue as a going concern can raise. If we come to the
conclusion that there is material uncertainty, we are obliged to draw attention to the relevant information in the annual
financial statements and in the management report in the auditor’s report or, if this information is inappropriate, to modify our
respective audit opinion. We draw our conclusions based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor's report.
However, future events or circumstances can mean that the company can no longer continue its business activities.

- We assess the overall presentation, structure and content of the annual financial statements, including the information, as well
as whether the annual financial statements present the underlying business transactions and events in such a way that the
annual financial statements, in compliance with German generally accepted accounting principles, provide a true and fair view
of asset, financial and the company's earnings.

- we assess the consistency of the management report with the annual financial statements, its compliance with the law and the
picture it provides of the company's position.

- we perform audit procedures on the future-oriented information presented by the legal representatives in the management
report. On the basis of sufficient, suitable audit evidence, we particularly review the significant assumptions underlying the
future-oriented information from the legal representatives and assess the appropriate derivation of the future-oriented
information from these assumptions. We do not issue an independent audit opinion on the future-oriented information or the
underlying assumptions. There is a considerable unavoidable risk that future events will differ materially from the forward-
looking statements.

Among other things, we discuss with those responsible for monitoring the planned scope and timing of the audit as well as significant
audit findings, including any deficiencies in the internal control system that we discover during our audit. "

 

Hamburg, April 8, 2020

KPMG AG  
auditing company

Hagenmüller, auditor

Corner, auditor

Approval of the annual financial statements
The annual financial statements as of December 31, 2019 were adopted by shareholders' resolution on May 15, 2020.
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